
 

 

 

The Combined Arts Conference was open to all teachers. I am an Early Childhood 

Teacher. The conference was aimed at building a bridge between education, the arts, schools 

and communities. A 21st Century Learner is flexible, discerning, grounded, connected, active, 

reflective, collaborative and creative. An art-based pedagogy engages students and motivates 

them to make meaning, co-construct, problem solve, analyse and therefore achieve academic 

results.  

 

This conference provided ample opportunities for attending lectures in art, drama, dance, music 

and digital media. I decided to focus on Drama Based Instruction, Animation and Making 

movies. Drama can be incorporated into every lesson. Body based pedagogy develops student 

confidence, concentration, language, comprehension, leadership and relationships. Students 

thrive when provided with an opportunity to act out their creative story. Students want to be up 

and moving and drama allows them to learn on their feet. Children in pre-schools are also 

capable of acting out a story such as Goldilocks and the Three Bears or outside play 

scenarios. It is important that teachers have an understanding about Digital Media so they can 

provide students with the skills to communicate through technology. The Making Movies and 

Animation lectures provided ideas for teachers to integrate digital technology into their 

curriculum. 

 

When I am working in an Early Childhood and Primary School settings, I incorporate drama into 

my lessons using picture books. During a narrative writing lesson the students act out the story, 

think of a different endings, embody the descriptive words, discuss feelings in small circles, play 

freeze games etc. Students make up their own stories to act out and produce movies using the 

IPad. Students in my class are film makers as I provide them with time to plan stories using 

photo shots still or moving. They work in teams with a camera person and actors. My last 

lecture on Animation was hands-on. We made a pixilation, learnt to code and worked in groups 

using Stop Motion all on the IPad. I will continue to value the Arts Framework in educational 

settings and will continue to share the ideas with my colleagues.  
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